M ost days, my walk to class takes me across the university's wellmanicured quad. I pass the hundredyear-old trees, the ubiquitous Frisbeetossing undergraduates, and the numerous reminders of Abraham Lincoln's legacy. Each fall semester brings with it the sound of hopeful laughter, the sight of nervous freshmen, and the feeling of expectancymeeting new friends, balancing studies and socialization, graduating and moving into the uncertain "real world." This semester, however, my walk lacks this festive blend of joie de vivre and youthful debauchery. In its place, I hear the ominous slamming of steel doors, see the wary gaze of jaded guards, and feel the looming presence of four gun towers. To reach my classroom in this mediumhigh security prison, I must pass through more than a dozen locked doors, cross the bizarrely quad-like courtyard with its razor wire and irregular lines of closely guarded inmates, and enter the education wing, a small space of learning by which my university is transported into the prison. Each of these strikingly different-yet similarly institutional-spaces calls for a radical 
M ost days, my walk to class takes me across the university's wellmanicured quad. I pass the hundredyear-old trees, the ubiquitous Frisbeetossing undergraduates, and the numerous reminders of Abraham Lincoln's legacy. Each fall semester brings with it the sound of hopeful laughter, the sight of nervous freshmen, and the feeling of expectancymeeting new friends, balancing studies and socialization, graduating and moving into the uncertain "real world." This semester, however, my walk lacks this festive blend of joie de vivre and youthful debauchery. In its place, I hear the ominous slamming of steel doors, see the wary gaze of jaded guards, and feel the looming presence of four gun towers. To reach my classroom in this mediumhigh security prison, I must pass through more than a dozen locked doors, cross the bizarrely quad-like courtyard with its razor wire and irregular lines of closely guarded inmates, and enter the education wing, a small space of learning by which my university is transported into the prison. Each of these strikingly different-yet similarly institutional-spaces calls for a radical response (pedagogical and political), but the distinct populations, with their unique prejudices, complicate the forms of radical teaching. In order to teach "radically," I embrace the instructor's responsibility to use the classroom to "make sure that the future points the way to a more socially just world, a world in which critique and possibility . . . function to alter the grounds upon which life is lived" (Henry Giroux, "Lessons from Paulo Freire," The Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct 22, 2010) . In my traditional, campus-based courses, I strive to articulate course content to the experiences of oppression-to make visible racism, sexism, and class inequality, even when my students are often insulated by privilege from the worst consequences of these power dynamics. This basic yet complex goal takes many forms, as I attempt to show my students that racism and sexism are relevant, that forms of oppression are connected, that each student can narrate his or her various positions within these interlocking systems of power and privilege. As I strive to radicalize my classrooms, though, I am all too aware of the power differential between teacher and student: I find myself challenging students' articulation of their own privilege in order to correct a narrative that often seems skewed toward the dominant-a dialogue frequently dominated by the dominant as I seek tentatively to offer the counter-narratives of oppressions to which I am not subject.
This brief essay recounts my efforts to deploy a similar radical pedagogy with a student body I imagined as much different. Beginning with my preconceptions of incarcerated students, I discuss my efforts to teach Richard Wright's Native Son inside the prison: as I foregrounded the forces that shaped my prison students' journey from urban, impoverished youth to "inmate" (a word I use here only to capture the widespread dismissal of incarcerated persons), I found a unique complication. Yes, I could ask them to share their experiences, which supplemented our discussions of the novel with the extra-literary, tragically real consequences of retrograde economic and racial politics. No longer was it necessary for me, for example, to describe the effects of systemic racism: my incarcerated students could do so far more poignantly-and far more eloquently. I found myself part of a more leveled dialogue, as I became as much student as teacher. Not a truly safe space, but an environment in which key goals in my effort to teach radically-like allowing the "antagonist [to become] power as it was deployed within our classroom" and in the social forces that brought each of us to that classroom-seemed within reach (Elizabeth Ellsworth, "Why Doesn't This Feel Empowering?" Harvard Educational Review, Aug. 1989) . At the same time, though, I confronted the murky overlap of experience and performance. My students shared freely, revealing a complex blend of progressive and reactionary beliefs as they struggled to express their own experiences of oppression alongside the prison's socially necessary performances. Throughout this essay, I offer this multivalent "problem" as an open, suggestive question for the project of radical teaching-the effort always to recognize the continued presence of inequality and the power dynamics that produce it in the prison, the classroom, and the nation.
As an instructor at a flagship state school, the majority of my students come from the suburbs, from solidly middleclass homes, bringing with them their solidly middle-class prejudices. Like most teachers, I have encountered racism and sexism, but my classrooms typically resemble the mainstream of U.S. political discourse: perhaps a few extremists (I have taught both the overtly racist free-market misogynist and the fledgling radical), but mostly a collection of tepid, inherited political beliefs notable only for their incoherence and their insidious reaffirmation of the status quo. I facetiously overstate this caricature to suggest the difference in expectations I faced while preparing to teach in a prison, where the majority of my students come from poor, urban families. Like most incarcerated populations, my classes comprise a student-body supremely marginalized, almost exclusively African Americans and Latinos from the lowest economic strata. The classroom represents those excluded from most U.S. political discourse: while incarcerated, they cannot vote and serve as a condensed symbol for racist politics of repression. When I first entered my prison classroom, I hoped they would be society-hardened proto-radicals and feared they would be rightfully, yet cripplingly cautious products of constant observation and the ever-present specter of "correction." What I encountered was a blend of progressive and regressive attitudes, students all-too-aware of the racial and socio-economic forces that surround our prisons, yet openly homophobic and often misogynistic as well.
One of my persistent frustrations when teaching on campus is the constant need to remind students that racism still exists. The election of our first black president; the absurd right-wing claims that whites are now an oppressed majority; the overwhelming number of white students (white students outnumber black students eleven to one on my campus): whatever the reason, each time I teach William Faulkner or Langston Hughes, I must point out that the absence of contemporary lynching does not imply the absence of systemic racism. In fact, ancient history (the 1940s!) just might contain lessons about race that still matter. These students are not racist, though they do often rely on what Jennifer Seibel Trainor refers to as "White talk": a "reductive and sometimes politically regressive" language of privilege ("'My Ancestors Didn't Own Slaves': Understanding White Talk about Race," Research in the Teaching of English, Nov. 2005) . For the most part, these students simply do not think about racism, because popular rhetoric insists our democracy has evolved to the point that all races are equal. When teaching in a prison, however, the specter of racism is constantly present: in Illinois, nearly 60% of all incarcerated persons are black. So, when I taught Native Son-a politically radical novel about one black man's life, arrest, and trial for murder in 1930s Chicago-to a classroom filled entirely with racial and ethnic minorities, it seemed no longer radical to point out racism's continued existence. Instead, I asked my students to bring their first-hand knowledge as a supplement to the texts and a poignant addition to the course content. Put bluntly, whereas on campus I might feel successful if I shake a few students out of their facile and unconscious sense that we live in a post-racial world, in the prison my aspirations were higher: I dreamed of creating a space in which my power would minimize as a dialogue of first-hand accounts of oppression eliminated my need to counterbalance multiple iterations of privilege.
I taught Wright's novel in a course on urban modernity to a group of 15 students. Many of them, like Wright, had lived in Chicago. All of them had shared with Bigger Thomas (the novel's protagonist) the experiences of arrest, trial, and imprisonment. Here, I imagined the full flourishing of radical pedagogy: beyond the plodding effort to make students aware of injustice, this class-by combining a radical text with my students' personal experiences-would allow us to discuss the causes of Bigger's poverty, his criminalization, and his conversion to Socialism. Beginning with my students' experience/knowledge about the reality of racism, I could add my knowledge and together, we could trace racism's relation to class, to Wright's racially inflected radical politics, and to his stark realism. These were my expectations and, in our initial conversations, they were gratifyingly affirmed. For this instructor (neither minority nor criminal) these discussions of race were eye opening and heartbreaking. Confronted by the tangibly human consequences of systemic racism, I became a student: my students' stories echoed Wright's condemnations of ghettoization, paternalism, and American "justice." When Daniel, one of my most perceptive and provocative students, asked rhetorically, "Is there a white Bigger Thomas?" I saw the extent to which my students knew racism. At that moment, my dreams of shifting from the timidly radical pedagogical drive toward awareness ("racism exists!") to a more assertive exploration of the connections between race and class seemed within reach. Yet, we must remember that Bigger is not an entirely sympathetic figure and that race is not the only hierarchical social relation in the novel. Beyond being black and eventually marked as criminal, Bigger also appears to be a misogynist, a disturbing truth revealed through his interactions with his girlfriend, Bessie Mears. Expecting to build from my students' trenchant interrogation of pre-WWII racism, I imagined a similar critique of the novel's problematic gender relations. Because it is not simply Bigger who degrades/minimizes Bessie: Wright uses her as a racial lesson. Though Bigger murders her viciously and intentionally (in contrast to his seemingly accidental killing of white Mary Dalton), the novel makes clear that Mary is the focus of his trial. For Wright, Bessie's relative irrelevance is a sign of racism, a single-minded focus that allows Bigger's consistently poor treatment of his girlfriend to become normative. Even before he rapes and kills her, Bigger treats Bessie as a subordinate, expressing a hyper-masculine authority in their relationship that balances the powerlessness he feels in the rest of his life. I came to class ready to extend our discussions of racism to sexism and the intersection of the two, but my students not only mirrored Wright's sublimation of gender, they showed no significant sympathy for Bessie, and while they stopped short of "she had it coming," they tended to blame her. Much to my surprise, they mirrored Bigger's hyper-masculinity and were unable either to consider the unique blend of sexism and racism Bessie tragically embodies or to conceptualize the interrelation of social hierarchies.
I was initially confused by the students' reactions, but in retrospect, their attitudes toward Bessie resonated with our brief conversation about a minor scene early in the novel, in which Bigger and his friend Gus masturbate in a movie theater. These simultaneous sex acts are individual, personal, in no way tied to each other except by proximity, yet my students balked, characterized the acts as "gay" and, in this instance, distanced themselves from the protagonist to whom they so strongly related. In one of the more disturbing moments of my experience teaching in prison, I heard a quiet but steady stream of homophobic comments.
Here are two separate instances of incarcerated students deploying the language of prejudice. On their surface, these reactions seem unrelated, or perhaps even contradictory: on one hand, students agree with Bigger (and Wright) about Bessie; on the other, they insist on their own difference from any hint of homosexuality, even when it is tied to Bigger. I argue, though, that these impulses emerge from the same source and reveal a reality of prison teaching that can both support and restrict pedagogy informed by radical politics: it was the experience of racism that allowed my students to dissect U.S. race relations and their appearance in literature so perceptively. Yet, these same experiences brought them to an all-male prison with its unique social mores-a space where they experience the need to perform specific forms of masculinity. In short, my success in discussing race came from asking my students to narrate themselves, to share their personal connections to Wright's themes. The counterpoint to these distinctly radical views of race was clear: these same students who evinced an experiential understanding of racism have been shaped by a hyper-masculine, homophobic culture (certainly while in prison, and perhaps earlier in life as well) that leads them to reject all aspects of the gay civil rights movement and even elements of twentieth-century feminism.
As they performed these social normswe are men; we live in an all-male prison; we must perform our masculinity-I was confronted by my own naïveté: students hold prejudices, why would students in prison be any different? I do not, however, wish only to point out that my incarcerated students are sensitive to racial inequality while they uncritically stigmatize and degrade other minority groups. Rather, I want to gesture toward the implications of asking students to narrate both their minority and majority positions-the moments they suffer from bias and the moments they assert a normative stance that almost certainly excludes and condemns other members of the prison community. What is interesting about my prison students is not that some of their opinions and beliefs are built upon ignorance and hate, but that they are willing to express these beliefs alongside their experiences of oppression.
This unique geography of prejudice raises key questions about the forms of radical pedagogy on the university campus and in prisons: how do we negotiate our efforts to engage students through self-narration, debate, and writing in spaces that contain both the desire to learn and the marginalizing ideologies that make civil discourse difficult? How do we articulate course content to the experiences of oppression while accounting for students' experiences of powerlessness and privilege? How do we navigate the constantly shifting and perpetually fraught terrain of experience and performance? And how do we encourage participation while addressing students who sometimes narrate themselves against others? In all classrooms, when we ask students to approach material relationally, we open the door for performative narration, not to some essential expression of the self. Whether students' prejudices are deep or socially necessary A s a biologist in the natural sciences, one of the most important aspects of my own education and training was the ability to spend course time outdoors: it allowed me to engage directly with the material I was learning and develop a strong understanding of the patterns and processes shaping natural systems. Now, as a post-secondary educator, I have found that the value of exposure to natural phenomena is quantitatively measurable in students' ability to learn and communicate course material. Learning biology while isolated from nature is nearly impossible.
The conventional manner in which biology courses are taught in most universities includes very limited exposure to natural systems. Teaching biology using extensive outdoor time is radical in a broad educational context because it is a dramatic shift away from common practices and fundamentally affects and improves the way students learn. In the context of post-secondary education in the prison system, the radicalism of outdoor coursework is even greater because, for incarcerated students, the freedom to be outside is already one of their denied (or regimentally-controlled) rights. The use of outdoor learning environments is an unconventional teaching methodology that can completely change the way science is taught, learned, and perceived in the carceral system. Coursework in the natural sciences is required of incarcerated students pursuing advanced degrees. In spite of the importance of exposure to nature in meeting the educational goals of such courses, the tremendous constraints on educational tools and facilities in prisons results in science courses that are entirely lecture-based. Incarcerated students learning biology seldom have the opportunity to interact directly with subject matter because they never leave the classroom. This impedes students' ability to learn in an already challenging educational environment. In
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By Kirsten K. Coe performances, asking students to voice their experiences of power and powerlessness makes the continuing reality of prejudice part of the classroom's content and part of the learning process: each class's unique blend of oppression, privilege, and myopia becomes the first step toward an honest conversation about the experiences-ours' and others'-of oppression.
